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The following is not about the 10 Commandments that Moses once received on
Mt. Sinai, but about the great Primordial Creation Laws which, like nerve strands,
run through the entire Creation, activating, maintaining, dissolving and forming
anew in never-ending alternation.
These eternal laws are all-encompassing; they embrace the cosmos, man, every
creature. They are the great guardians of the eternal order, they ensure the
continuity of alternating becoming, passing and re-birth. They hold everything
together, ensure order and harmony, provide for development, blossoming and
ripening.
We speak of „Natural Laws” or “Laws of Nature”, and rightly so, since the
Primordial Creation Laws are woven into what we call “Nature”; however, they
also comprise all spiritual life in Creation. The same laws that created and support
Nature also created and support the spiritual life, a fact that is manifested in the
grandiose consistency in all of Creation. Only the effects, the forms they create, are
different depending on the particular Creation species in which they function.
Everywhere in Creation we meet the triad, starting with the Trinity of God
standing above all: God Father, God Son and God Holy Spirit, down to the triad in
our music. A simple glance at our own life and natural environment will reveal the
triad everywhere.
There is the triad of birth, life and death, or of becoming, growing, passing, or
coming into being, growing, decaying, or blooming, maturing, dying, or seed,
plant, fruit. A body consists of head, trunk, limbs, a family of man, woman, child.
The last stage of everything that is subject to development already contains the
germ for the beginning of a new cycle. For death is birth into a new life, from the
fruit of a plant is formed the seed for a new plant; new life follows decay, as spring
follows winter.
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These triads are cycles, as everything in Creation must complete a cycle; for
everything is expelled for the purpose of development , then, after completion of
development, to be re-tracted into its origin.
Man’s cycle of birth, life, death on earth, however, is part of a much greater, more
comprehensive cycle which takes the human spirit from his very beginning to his
attainable perfection. His origin lies in the realm of the Spirit from where he issues
as a small spirit germ to start his development on a journey through all the worlds.
He becomes a „World Wanderer” so as to mature into a fully self- conscious
individual personality, just as a seed matures into a ripe fruit. His journey takes
him all the way down to the world of densest matter here on earth. And here, in
striving and struggling with himself and his environment, in giving and taking,
the spirit forms himself until he can return to his point of origin, the Spiritual
Realm, in order to be admitted as an active, serving member of Creation.
Issuing from the Spiritual Realm he wanders through Spiritual, Animistic and
Material Planes while donning cloaks in the Animistic and Material planes so as to
be on homogeneous soil wherever he goes; on the return journey, however,
shedding these cloaks until finally he stands as a complete Spirit, clothed only with
a light spiritual cloak.
Here too we find the triad: Spiritual, Animistic and Material. It cannot be
otherwise, since everything issues from God who reveals Himself to Creation in
the Trinity.
Thus, it is not surprising that there are three great Primordial Laws running
throughout Creation, woven by God the Almighty into His grand work, where they
work automatically without need of supervision or checking.
They are perfect, unbendable, as everything created by the Will of the Creator is
perfect within itself. To their iron rule is left the development of Creation. God
does not intervene in the activities of humans.
It is up to humans to decide whether they want to adapt themselves and be
supported by the primordial power of the Divine Creation Laws where they find
the best possibilities for reaching their own perfection or whether they want to
oppose them in order to pursue dark, selfish human goals in blasphemous activity.
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It is obvious who will be the loser and it is also obvious that humanity has strayed
from the clear path of the Laws a long time ago resulting in the present chaos on
earth which is obvious to anyone with eyes to see.
Thus, God gave three Laws to His Creation as support and driving power.
The first one is:
The Law of Attraction of Homogeneous Species
When we mindfully observe and experience our daily life we encounter this Law
everywhere. It is expressed in popular sayings such as “Birds of a feather flock
together” and similar ones.
Wherever a number of people gather for awhile for whatever reason we will soon
find coming together, without conscious intention,those of similar temperament,
inclinations, nature.
We call it „sympathy“ and mean the power of attraction of homogenous species.
We find it even in children, more open and less inhibited than in adults.
Gamblers, alcoholics, smokers, sports enthusiasts, find each other as do those who
are power hungry and have similar destructive urges. The same goes for idealists
and for do-gooders; noble people find each other in pursuit of noble goals. The
Law works the same way whether in good or in evil pursuits.
The effects of This Law also play a role in incarnations.
The journey of a spirit germ to become a complete Spiritual Human is a very long
one. One incarnation does not suffice to achieve the maturity for ascent to the
Luminous Heights.
He must return to earth many times until he personally and truly experiences the
reason for his existence, the true meaning of life and what his Creator expects and
demands of him.
Thus, many small cycles make up the great cycle of his development, from his
origin in the Spiritual Realm to his return to Paradise. Just as the earth’s orbit
around the sun is the small cycle in the greater cycle of the sun with the ecliptic
which, in turn, is a smaller one in the greatest cycle of the world part to which the
solar system belongs.
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Once man’s great cycle is completed he does not need to return to the material
world; his small cycles are completed and he now swings forever in the timeless
life of eternity.
Inherent in the Spirit germ is the capacity to attract. It is as inextricably part of him
as is his free will, i.e. his freedom of decision. While both inextricably belong to
the Spiritual, they are not part of the Animistic Substantiality which has no need for
this capability since it always swings in the Will of God and as such has no need
for decision making.
For the spirit, however, the capacity for attraction is the helm leading him through
the diversity of manifestations, ordering them, joining together what is
homogenous so as to reinforce its activity and effect. Without this capability of the
Spirit, wanderers on the journey would join together haphazardly, indiscriminately,
creating disorder and disharmony whereas harmonious order must reign
everywhere.
The as yet incomplete spirits, soon after their emergence and yielding to a rising
desire and soft inner urges, are drawn here or there depending on whether they are
drawn toward primarily masculine, ie. positive activity, or toward primarily
feminine, i.e. negative, receptive activity.
Yielding to the soft inner urges or desires, one capability after another gradually
develops in the spirit germ and seeks to manifest.
The spirit is given the possibility to do this in the world of matter , the great school
of human spirits, where all species live together in order to smoothen and polish
themselves, to help and support each other in joint activity. People of similar
nature will always find each other.
Thus, a spirit is attracted to parents who are of similar nature, as a strict
consequence of the Law of Attraction of Homogeneous Species. Through the
parents’ similar nature the spirit meets understanding and thus the best opportunity
for spiritual advancement.
Generally, the human being is attracted only to one parent. Children often
resemble either their mother or their father, not only in their looks but also in
character and in talents. For example there are musically gifted families where
through generations a particular talent is present to a higher or lesser degree .This
has led to the conclusion that talents are heritable.
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Although this conclusion appears plausible, it is wrong. Nothing spiritual, which
includes talents, can be inherited. Only material i.e. physical and associated
attributes, are heritable.
Spiritually every human being is a self-contained individual with full responsibility
for himself. No one may use heredity as an excuse or extenuating reason for his
faults and weaknesses. It is his homogeneity that attracted him to people of the
same nature, the same faults or virtues, following the great Primordial Creation
Law of Attraction of Homogeneous Species.
In this way God’s Wisdom and Love provide the best way for me to recognize
myself, by being annoyed at faults of others which I myself possess.
What I am most annoyed by in others are my very own faults. It is like a mirror
being held up to me in which I can recognize my own image. As do all of God’s
Laws, this one offers help and support to those who are of good will.
The purer a human spirit is the purer the souls it can attract. What enormous
responsibility for mothers with whom souls seek to connect for the purpose of
incarnating!
This Law of Attraction, however, not only magnetically brings together
homogeneous human beings, it also manifests inexorably in the great world of
thought forms.
As thoughts also issue from the spirit they also possess the ability to attract
homogeneous species. And since everything in Creation takes on form these forms
correspond identically to the content of the respective thought. Thus, thoughts of
love will have a form of love, thoughts of envy will have a form of envy, etc.
According to the Law of Attraction, a thought issuing from its originator is drawn
to where it finds homogeneity. A strong thought occurs somewhere on earth and it
won’t be long before it is expressed in other places almost at the same time and
becomes public knowledge.
This observation has been made frequently without realizing the underlying law. It
explains the frequently observed phenomenon of certain inventions being made in
different countries at the same time. Time and space play no role and a new
thought quickly meets its homogeneity somewhere on earth, there to evoke similar
thoughts.
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As everything in Creation is in constant motion, every thought we form goes out
into the universe and is magnetically drawn to living forms of homogeneous
thoughts, and, greatly re-enforced in this way, it aids in forming so-called
concentration points or power centers.
However, the cycle is not yet complete, the triad not yet produced, until, reenforced by homogeneity, the thought forms now return to their originator to bring
him pain and suffering or happiness, in conformance with the nature of the
thoughts he issued and sent out. These cling to him, oppress or strengthen him,
torment and burden him, or lift him up.
Thought forms are enormously powerful and much more attention should be paid
to them! They create blessing or doom for the individual as well as for entire
nations and no one can shirk this enormous responsibility; for we all help create
the world of thought forms.
Since thoughts also contain spiritual energy and take on form, thus are living, they
do not only radiate back to their originator but influence other people who are open
to them. Through our good thoughts we can support people of good will, we can
heal wounds and do battle for the Light in support of Creation.
On the other hand, our thoughts of hate can drive someone who is open to them to
commit acts he may never have committed of his own accord and make us
complicit in acts that fill us with horror, only because our similar thought forms
supported the perpetrator.!
If we are conscious of this and of all its grave consequences for humanity and for
all of Creation we will realize that one of the most important demands that God
makes of us is to keep our thoughts pure. If there is even a spark of purity within us
we will strive to change our inner orientation and thereby find the way to a hitherto
unknown peace of the heart!
How deeply enriched we are when we feel surrounded by pure thoughts of love
and support sent out to us by others who want to help us in some inner or outer
need. In such experiences we realize the wonderful greatness of God’s Laws.
The Law of Attraction also plays an important, if not the most important role in
prayer. Depending on the depth of intuitive feeling, on the genuineness and purity,
a prayer rises to where it meets homogeneity ; from there it receives reinforcement,
fulfillment, the answer to a question, new strength.
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When a human being sheds his dense earthly body he is again enveloped by the
Law of Attraction; for, depending on his nature and inner condition, he sinks to
where he meets kindred souls or he ascends to heights where he can maintain
himself thanks to his lightness.
Everywhere in Creation he meets like-mindedness, similar striving, and the
respective gravity or denseness which either uplifts him or pushes him into
darkness and despair where he experiences others doing unto him what he himself
has done unto others and where he thereby recognizes himself until finally, a deep
yearning for something better, for the good, arises in him.
Similars attract each other, opposites repel each other. If one tries to circumvent
this Law due to ignorance or a know better attitude, there are consequences that
show him clearly that he is on the wrong path. An example in the medical field
was the discovery of “blood types”; when only the same blood types were used it
put an end to lethal blood transfusions. Frequently we have seen disastrous results
from crossing of different species in animals and plants. Disregarding Divine
Laws can only lead to failure.
A different kind of desire for connection, which is part of the Law of Attraction,
needs to be mentioned here. It is the desire for re-union of split species. Viewed
from above, from Primordial Creation downward, everything splits into ever finer
branches just as trees do, in reverse . This results in the sheer inexhaustible
diversity and variety of forms existing in Creation.
Within these split forms, however, there rests so to speak the memory of belonging
together and they retain the desire to connect, just as man and woman always
desire to connect in order together to form the human being in whom masculine
and feminine energies work as a unit.
This desire to connect explains why different poles or opposites attract. The Law
of Attraction then takes effect only for complete species.
There is a connection between body and soul as well, although, being of different
species, they can never meld with one another; but at a certain degree of heat and
intensity of their radiation they attract magnetically and firmly connect. When the
body is sick or too old its radiation and degree of heat change and they have to
separate which is earthly death.
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Even during sleep there occurs a loosening of the soul’s firm connection due to a
weakening of the radiation of the body. Immediately upon awakening, however,
this firm connection is re-established.
The second Law of Creation is:
The Law of Reciprocal Action.
The above describes the normal path intended by God for the human spirit.
Unfortunately, however, man has long since strayed from this wonderful, luminous
path and ended up in swamp and thicket.
He put his self-will and selfish desires before the Will of God and instead of being
in harmony with them and letting himself be carried by their elemental power, he
tries to oppose them. Wherever man exerted his influence, the God-willed
harmony and beauty has turned into disharmony and Darkness.
We have to realize that this cannot continue forever with impunity. The reciprocal
action is already in full force and strikes every individual as well as entire nations
with inexorable precision.
How does this Law work?
Anyone knows that when he sows wheat he cannot possibly harvest rye or oats.
However, who realizes that the same holds true in the spiritual realm? If I sow
love, I will earn love, if I sow hate, hate will strike back at me with tenfold force
since re-enforcement is gathered from the power centers of the same kind.
With monumental simplicity, Jesus pronounced this Law with the words :”What
man sows he will reap.”
As all of Jesus’s words, this word is all-encompassing and does not only refer to
the process in Nature but to all Life. The Law cannot be avoided or deferred but
takes effect at the precise predetermined time, just as a seed will appear above
ground at its precisely predetermined time.
The Law of Reciprocal Action ( Reciprocity or Cause and Effect) is based on the
eternal command of God that receiving requires giving and that giving must be
first, must precede taking. And our deeds are subject to the same Law as our
thoughts. Our deeds, even our volition, are formed and then attracted to
homogeneous centers from where they return to us reinforced many times. We
remain attached to what we formed as by a strong umbilical cord until the
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reciprocal action has taken place and the connecting thread dies off. This is our
fate, also known as karma, which we created ourselves through our thoughts,
speech and deeds. We get back what we gave.
Just as an apple tree bears apples at the time of harvest man bears on himself the
fruits of his thoughts and deeds, and precisely at the time when the reciprocal
action is due, an intensified form of what he created will strike him. This will
happen either while he is still on this earth, in the beyond, or in a new earth life
which presents him with the fruits of previous incarnations from long ago. “See
what you have created! Redeem so that you will shed the karmic threads and rise
up to do better!”
Justice demands that we right what we did wrong. The decision for every thought,
every deed was made by our own free will. Man is to become a free spirit who
weaves his own life tapestry, weaving blossoms or thorns depending on his own
desire. This tapestry is to become a tiny part of the great Creation weaving and
must fit harmoniously into the great floral pattern. If we, however, weave dark,
ugly threads they disturb the harmony and must be removed and woven anew.
God gave us a powerful helper: the all-conquering power of good volition!
If we ignite it within ourselves it sets aglow our innermost self, it burns up the slag
that weighs down our soul and lifts us up heavenward! Love and powerful helpers
are always at our side and we could not stumble and fall if we did not willfully
push aside all helps!
Therefore, every blow of fate that strikes us marks progress on our life’s journey;
for it serves to redeem old guilt. Nothing happens to us to which we have not given
cause at one time or another. The countercurrent of our good volition, however,
forms a wall around us, lifts us up high above the sphere of influence of reciprocal
action which is attenuated and eventually takes effect only symbolically. The
power of our good volition attracts similar powers from the universe, which thus
reinforced, can lift us up high toward the Light, provided we yield to it.
Although for incarnations the Law of Attraction of Homogeneous Species
plays an important role, it is, on the other hand, the Law of Reciprocal Action that
draws many souls back to earth, here to make amends and redeem karma. In
accordance with the Laws, our self-created threads of fate lead us to the place, the
country and into the family to which we have ties. If I have committed a wrong
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against a fellow human being I will one day unfailingly be led to him, either in this
or another life, so that I can amend for the wrong I have done him.
If I was unloving to him I will now have the opportunity to render him a service in
selfless love. If I tormented someone by being domineering I can now serve him,
etc. If I owe someone gratitude I am now given the opportunity to show him
gratitude in some way or other.
Let us be thankful for every opportunity to do a good deed and let us not push
aside such opportunities out of egoism or indolence.
We thereby often serve not only one of our fellowmen, but far more ourselves! We
suddenly feel light and liberated and do not know why. The feeling of lightness is
not an illusion but the closing of a cycle. A cycle has been completed and fell away
from us, leaving us lighter.
So you see that there are no injustices in births. Whether rich or poor, whether in
fortunate or miserable conditions, the cause lay with us; and the place where we
can start anew in a new earth life is always the environment from which we can
best recognize and mature.
It provides us with the exact opportunities we need for the next step following our
previous life. We cannot skip a single step in our development but must continue
our ascent at the precise spot where we left off in our last incarnation..
On the other hand, voluntarily cutting short our earthly life does not take us one
step further in the beyond, does not spare us anything. Problems we did not
manage to solve here will confront and challenge us again when we have shed our
physical bodies. Everything is one great unified and consistent existence pulsated
by the same laws!
The realization of this implacable “necessity of redemption” offers the explanation
for why ,frequently, really good people have to suffer so much misfortune that it
sometimes seems to crash down on them like an avalanche.
The explanation for this lies in that they are still having to bring in an old harvest,
that old debts have to be paid, that now, however, since they are striving for the
good, these old debts are put before them, one after the other in quick succession
so that they become free of them as quickly as possible.
Then, one day will mark the end of the necessity of redemption for everyone who
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applies himself joyfully and with good volition. We can breathe easier and, freed
from a heavy burden, we can run upward along a new path toward the Luminous
Height.
The more a person strives for Truth, for Purity, that is for the Light, the finer and
lighter is his ethereal body which is the cloak of the spirit after shedding his
earthly body. However, the more he was attached to earthly things and pleasures,
the darker his volition was, the denser and heavier becomes his ethereal body and
powerfully will he be impacted by the third Creation Law:
The Law of Gravity
Following this Law of Gravity, when Creation first began, the substantiate
(animistic) part and finally the even heavier and denser material part separated
from the heights of the Primordial Creation and sank deeper and deeper, away
from the light region of the Primordial Spirit. Following this law, after departing
from this earth, a human spirit will sink to where the gravity and density are the
same as his own, or he can ascend to a height where the lightness is the same as his
own.
He no longer has any choice or influence but is drawn to where he meets his
homogeneity and gravity, subject to the Laws. The time for choice is past.
The effect of both Laws, that of Gravity and that of Attraction of Homogeneous
Species, are as one. Gravity plays a role in the attraction of homogeneous species
as well. It is the main lever in the development of the human spirit. His decisions
move the lever, he is then bound to the consequences of these decisions.
The Law of Gravity is well known, but generally only in its physical sense, i.e.
applied to the world of matter, whereas it is preceded by the above-described Law
of Spiritual Gravity. The same Law applies to all Creation species.
Many individual partial laws are built into the Primordial Laws which we
gradually learn to recognize. One results from another, harmoniously and lawfully,
depending on each Creation species.
This concludes our journey, in broad outlines, through Creation and we return to
the point where everything originated: to God, the Almighty, Creator and Sustainer
of all life. And just as He reveals Himself to Creation in His Holy Trinity “Three
in One”, so all three Creation Laws merge into the one, all-encompassing Creation
Law:
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The Law of Motion.
God alone is Life. He radiates Power. This power takes effect in motion. God is the
beginning and origin of the motion from which the entire Creation was formed and
through which it is sustained. In eternally constant and consistent motion Divine
Power streams down to the very last and finest ramifications of Creation, pulsates
in every creature, every leaf, every solid rock.
This all-encompassing Motion activates the three “guardians of order”: Gravity,
Homogeneity and Reciprocal Action. Motion is the underpinning of everything,
keeps everything fresh and healthy.
It is the reason why God demands of man:
Move, keep mobile inwardly and outwardly! Make sure that the mobility of your
spirit keeps pace with the movement of Creation all around you if you want to
remain healthy and not be left behind. The never-resting movement of Creation,
activated by the constant radiation from the Divine Power would fling you aside
and crush you.
Everything in Creation calls out to us:
Be active and mobile in spirit and body and you will grow, become strong; and
your fields of activity will expand evermore and blissfully you will be able to help
at God’s great weaving loom, His glorious Creation!
God’s Primordial Laws work in Creation with awe-inspiring perfection, offering
help and support to every seeker. Their strong wings lift anyone who will
harmonize with them high up into heights which he longs for and where he will
find activity and bliss without end.
He who dares to oppose their primordial power in ludicrous arrogance, however,
will be destroyed. A Divine Law can never be bent and twisted or influenced by a
small human being. There is still much that we can learn from them so that we
finally can mature and become active helpers in Creation. We are only at the
beginning of recognizing all that they contain, the inexhaustible possibilities and
richness of manifestations they hold.
If you ask : Where do we find this knowledge?
The answer is:
In the Grail Message “In the Light of Truth”*
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which has been passed down to us from eternal heights to show us once more , for
the last time, the only way leading to God. It is the way of His immovable Laws
which hold His Love and which is not tied to any religion, race, nation, but is
accessible to everyone, young or old, rich or poor, learned or not.
The spirit knows of it but first needs to awaken again so as to gain full clarity
and genuine longing for the Light.

The Grail Message „In the Light of Truth”
by
Abd-ru-shin*
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